
HOW ARE THE MAYANS AND KALINAGOS AND TAINO SOCIETIES

DIFFERENT

gives the main differences between the Mayan and Taino social and political â€œ Stone making was especially
developed among the Tainos, but they seem Some political difference was that they had a matrilineal society.

Each day the Taino hunter would send a number of dry calabashes down the stream. The Tainos collected gold
using simple methods. This civilization started small and expanded to a culture that still exists. The Taino
houses were small round huts, with a conical roof thatched with grass and palm leaves. And that was a factor
in their flow from Asia to North America. The birds would get used to this and would see it as a harmless
thing. Usually, the chief is the biggest family head Beckles and Shepherd 18 The records dating back to tell
the Africans who escaped they joined forces with Aboriginal people Arawaku, Tinos, Caribbean, Carinago,
Yulmein and Algonquin to form their own village. The main duty of the ouboutu was to secure his people
from surprise attack and to lead them into victory against the Tainos. These dogs only made a growling noise.
Gold did not have much significant to the Indians. When these tools were placed at the bottom of a water jar it
was said to keep the water cool. The Tainos wore very little clothes. Some examples are Hut building, Fishing
and Pottery. Their altars were carved with significant dates, histories and elaborate human and divine figures
Eventually the men would cover their heads with calabash and make holes in it for seeing and breathing. This
was said to cause a state of unconsciousness. These animals were usually hunted. Some people settle down in
a cold area and continue moving east, others flow south through North America, Central America and South
America. They lived in family houses called caneyes. They varied greatly in size. They are known to have
developed medicine and astronomy as well. However, they were quite strong as they could withstand
hurricanes or strong winds. They were made of gold or alloys of gold and copper called guanin. Even thought
the Tainos lived mainly on the shore, they also lived in land. These were mainly worn by married women. The
Tainos made much simpler weapons for battle. Some continued to the east and settled in the cold sub artic
regions others Wandered southward through North, Central and South America, Evolving distinct physical
and cultural characteristics. Comparison: The Tainos, Mayans, and Kalinagos Comparison: The Tainos,
Mayans, and Kalinagos WordsJul 17, Pages The ancestors of the indigenous peoples Amerindians were
originally from Central East Asia and came across by means of the land and ice bridge which connected
Siberia and Alaska at the time in the area what is now known as the Bering Strait to North America during the
ice Age about 50, years ago They were nomadic peoples who followed their Food and this is presented as a
Factor that accounted for them wandering from Asia into North America. The site was carefully examined for
gold. Taino food was carefully prepared and they knew how to roast, stew and bake. This meal usually served
the whole family for days as lizard tail or other preservative would be added to it The Tainos ate a variety of
meat as well such as birds, conies, utia, iguanas, yellow snakes, turtles and manatee or sea-cows. A key part of
the Mayans was their importance of religion. Hut building â€” there were larger huts built with a center pole,
which gave extra support to the roof. A ball game, batos, played on a mark field batey. Theft was considered
one of the worst known crime in their society. Their Ear and nose rings and garment were dyed in different
colors. The Mayan religion civilization came into prominence in A. Sometimes they tainos had gold plugs in
their nose or other hanging ornaments. The Jamaican canoes were technically and beautifully made, carved
and painted both bow and stern with ornaments. In some parts they sometimes tied parts of their limbs very
tightly that it would become thin. By glossing over the Maya the authors of Across the Centuries essentially
teach children that the Maya ar not of crucial importance The taino women cooked, spun and wove cotton.
Each god had a certain thing that they would rule over or take care of. Conies was hunted on land.


